quiver of A we just will call components of A.
In case A is of tame representation, it seems that there is a large amount of components which are regular tubes.
We recall from [3] that a tube is a translation quiver containing an oriented cycle, and with underlying topological space being of the form S 1 x ~Zo" The regular tubes are the translation quivers of the form ~ /r with r ~ i, and r is called the rank of the tube. Tubes usually occur in families indexed by some set I, and in this case, we will speak of a tubular I-series. In our investigation presented here, the index set I is always the projective line ~ik over k. Given a tubular I-series T i (i 6 I), with T i regular of rank r.,l we associate with it a diagram, called its type, which is constructed as follows:
We form the disjoint union of diagrams ~ , with i 6 I, choose in any ~ one particular endr i r. l point, and identify all these endpoints in order to form a star. For example, given the path algebra A of an extended Dynkin diagram ~ with some orientation (where A = ~n' Dn' ~6' ~7 or ~8), then the regular A-modules form a tubular ~ik-series, consisting of regular tubes, and the tables in [4] show that its type in just A (For example, in case A = ~6' the simple regular representations of an oriented ~6-quiver form two Y-orbits of length 3, one T-orbit of length 2, all other T-orbits are of length i, thus there are two regular tubes of rank 3, one of rank 2, and all others are of rank i, so that the diagram of this tubular ~ik-series is the star ~6 ). One objective of the present paper is to outline a direct proof of this fact.
Given a tubular I-series T = ~ T formed by components of the algebra A, l i61 we will say that T is separating provided the remaining indecomposable A-modules fall into two disjoint classes P, Q such that (I) Hom(Q,P) = Hom(Q,T) = Hom(T,P) = O for all P 6 P, T 6 [, Q 6 Q, and (2) Given i 6 I, any homomorphism ~ : P ----+ Q can be factored through a direct sum of modules in T i. (We will say that T separates P from Q.)
Of course, in case T is the tubular ~ik-series of all regular A-modules, where A is the path algebra of some oriented extended Dynkin diagram, then T is separating, with P the set of indecomposable preprojective modules, and ~ the set of indecomposable preinjective modules.
Our main interest lies in a class C of algebras introduced in section 4, and we are going to give a complete description of the indecomposable C-modules, for any C 6 C. We will see that any algebra in C has countably many separating tubular The author is grateful to all these institutions for their hospitality and for the possibility to discuss the results. These discussions resulted in many improvements; in fact, the whole theory was transformed many times, and we hope that the form presented here is the most accessible one.
Notation: For a translation quiver F with translation T we denote by F (°) the set of its vertices, by F (I) the set of arrows, and by F 12) the graph of T .
Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra. The isomorphism class of a A-module M will be denoted by [M] , it is a vertex of the Auslander-Reiten-quiver F(A) of A .
Given an indecomposable projective module P(i), we denote by S(i) its top P(i)/radP(i) . ~ will denote the set of natural numbers {1,2,3 .... }.
1
Construction of separating tubular series Given a translation quiver F, a full translation subquiver A of F is given by a set A (°) c F (°), and satisfying
The full translation subquiver A of F will be called mesh complete, provided
[~] 6 A (2) and y + z in F (I) implies y 6 A (°)"
The Auslander-Reiten quiver of the linearly ordered quiver of type A will be n denoted by #(n), its vertices are of the form w.. with I < i < j < n, there is an 13 arrow wij ~ wi,j+ I for all i < i _< j < n, and an arrow wij > wi+l, j for all I ~ i < j < n, and there are the extensions [ wi~ -] for all 1 < i< j < n.
lWi_l,j_ I
Note that the vertices w j are projective, the vertices Win are injective,thus
Win is the unique projective-injective vertex of ~(n) . The vertices wij with ] < i < j < n will be said to belong to the interior of #(n) .
w13--
Wln Given a vertex w of a translation quiver F, a mesh complete full subquiver of F will be called a wing for w provided ~ is of the form ~(n) for some n > 2 with w being the unique projective-injeetive vertex of ~, and such that (~) for x --+ w in F , with w 6 ~ , and projective and not injective in ~ , the vertex x is not injective in F and T-x 6 # , and dually (~) for w --+ y in £ , with w 6 ~ and injective and not projective in ~ , the vertex yisnotprojective in £ and Ty 6 ¢ ; the number n will be called the length of the wing. All indecomposable projective A[R]-modules but one are, in fact, A-modules, the remaining one will be denoted by P(~) = (AR,k,IR), and we have rad P(~) = R.
Given a homomorphism Q : AR --+ A x, we denote by
given by the following pushout diagram. Ext ° = Hom. The corresponding symmetrized bilinear form will be ( , ), thus 2(x,y) = <x,y> + <y,x> , and qA denotes the quadratic form qA(x) = (x,x) = <x,x>.
NOW we are able to state our main result concerning the construction of separating tubular series.
Note that an algebra with a sincere, separating wing module always has global dimension < 2.
Theorem. 
W is a projective cover of W((~)), and its kernel has (R',O,o) as a direct summand, 
l] 13
We claim that the diagram exhibited above has the following property: For all I < i < j < n, the minimal left almost split map starting in W.. is built
up from maps in the diagram, and similarly for i < i < j < n, the minimal right almost split map ending in W.. also is built up from maps in the diagram. This m3 is a direct consequence of the following lemma. 
Of course, dim R is uniquely determined by <dim R,->, and it determines uniquely the projective module R. A is a finite dimensior~k-algebra, with directed module category.
W is a sincere and maximal indecomposable A-module, and its r-orbit is the only possible branching point of the orbit quiver of A.
In this case, let R be the ~Lniquely determined projective A-module with <dim R,-> = 2(dim W,-).
Then we obtain for A[R] a tubular ~ik-series TW separating ~W from %, and being characterized by ~W" The type of this tubular series is given by the underlying graph of the orbit quiver of A.
In particular, we can consider the case of A being the path algebra of a quiver of type T = An, ~n' ~6' ~7' or ~8' and W the unique maximal A-module.
is the path algebra of a quiver with underlying graph being the corresponding extended Dynkin diagram ~ = ~n, ~n, ~6' ~7' or ~8' respectively, and ~W is (a scalar multiple of) the usual defect function.
In this case, ~W is the set of all indecomposable preprojective, % the set of all indecomposable preinjective A[R]-modules, whereas ~W is the set of all indecomposable regular modules. The type of the tubular series T W is given by the underlying graph of the orbit quiver of A, and this graph is nothing but ~. Thus, we obtain a direct proof for the fact that the tubular type of the path algebra of a quiver of extended Dynkin type ~ has to be just T. 
Algebras of type ~41'~6'~7'~8"
We consider now certain special algebras and want to exhibit for any one of these a particular separating tubular series. The algebras will be given by quivers (vertices and solid arrows) with relations(usually marked by dotted lines, indicating the relation formed by the sum of all paths between the end points of the dotted line; in some cases, the relations will be written down explicitely). One particular vertex, always a source, is marked by ~. We remark that the two algebras C and C are uniquely determined by C and that ~o,~ are, o up to scalar multiples, the usual defect forms for these algebras.
We have arranged containing injective modules. Thus, we can invoke the dual of the following lemma:
Lemma. 5. The elementary shrinking functor.
We consider the set C of algebras consisting of those exhibited in the last section as well as their duals and given an algebra C 6 C, we construct further separating tubular series by using appropriate functors with values in the category
The functors used will be compositions of the following ones which we will call the elementary left shrinking functors, denoted by ~Z, and which are defined on the module category C£~, with C£ again in C. Always, C and C Z will be tubu- Note that these subcategories Py, Ty, %, with y 6 ~>o_ 0 {~} are defined for any algebra C 6 C, however it does not seem to be necessary to make a reference to C, since it always should be clear in which category C ~ we are working.
'~2'~ ~'-
Proposition. Let , ~£ : C ~ ---+ C ~ be an elementary left shrinking functor.
The functor ~i annihilates a finite set A of modules in Po' and induces an equivalence between the full subcategory of all C£-modules without a direct summand in A, and the image category of ~Z" The image of P under ~£ is just ~i' the image of ~ under ~Z is contained in ~i' and any tube of ~I is obtained by ray-insertion from the image of a tube in ~ under ~i. Also, for any y 6 ~Zo , the functor ~ induces an equivalence of ~ with ~ , where for e,8 6 ~.
~ = ~+S
As a consequence, we obtain in C ~ a new separating tubu~.ar ~ik-series, namely T 1 (being the image of the separating tubular series ]'I in C£~).
For any algebra C 6 C, there also is defined a correspond~_ng elementary right 
@6
is furnished by Iloo for the algebra C (2) of case .) oo
